Control Pro

Gly Peel 33% (pH 3)
Product Description:
Here is an excellent recommendation for clients new to
peels because of its visible dramatic results even from
the first treatment. By rapidly exfoliating epidermal cells,
it instantly unclogs pores, smoothes texture and clarifies
the complexion.
Skin Types & Conditions:
Sizes Available
8oz

All non-sensitive skin types. Targeted for sluggish, unevenly textured or acne prone skin.

Gly Peel 33% (pH 3)

Important Note: This treatment should not be performed on any client who suffers from any
skin condition or disease such as lupus, cancer, eczema, psoriasis, or herpes. Do not use
on persons who are currently on Accutane medication or who have taken this medication
Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Dissolves pore-clogging debris
Smoothes fine lines and wrinkles
Reduces superﬁcial scars
Refines texture

Usage: After cleansing, apply a thin coat with a fan brush to face and neck. Avoid eye,
nose, and mouth openings. Client may experience a mild tingle. Leave on 2-3 minutes (depending on skin type). Remove completely with a wet towel or sponge. Patch test is recommended 24 to 48 hours prior to this peel procedure. Refer to Control Corrective’s technical
manual to complete instructions. Neutralize with baking soda/water mixture if necessary.
A series of 8 to 10 treatments, performed weekly, will progressively improve skin texture,
pigment, brightness and tone, and often control many types of acne. For clients looking for
an intensified boost, most complexions can tolerate an 8-week series twice a year. Also
excellent as part of monthly maintenance facial.
Treatment Room: Lighten Up, Tighten Up, Smoothing A.H.A Body Peel
Featured Actives:
Glycolic Acid 33% (3 pH) - Dissolves the intercellular cement responsible for abnormal keratinization. For the treatment of hyperpigmentation, it aids the other active ingredients
in penetrating the skin and reaching the target melanocyte cells, as well as exfoliating the
surface pigmentation that becomes darker due to sun exposure
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Citric Acid - This antioxidant ingredient plays an important role in lightening discoloration
and has an astringent quality, beneficial to all skin types. Also known as Vitamin C, it is considered the most important water-soluble antioxidant as it acts as a collagen biosynthesis
regulator.

Gly Peel 33% (pH 3)

Urea - Known for its antiseptic, anti-inflammatory properties as well as its ability to regulate the hydrolipid mantle. It helps increase the absorption of other active ingredients and
relieves itching as well as dissolves follicular debris in the corneum layer.

